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Mission / Purpose

This course covers the skills and knowledge needed for entry-level employment as a law enforcement officer in North
Carolina. Upon successful completion, the student will be able to demonstrate competence in topics and areas required
for the state comprehensive certification examination.

Student Learning Outcomes/Objectives, with Any Associations and Related Measures, Targets,
Reporting Findings, and Action Plans

SLO 1:  Appropriately restrain a subject. 
Students will conduct basic, practical, and effective arrest techniques and subject control methods for combative and
resistive behavior encountered in the law enforcement profession.

Relevant Associations:
Standard Associations

ACJA- Basic Law Enforcement Training
2.1.1  A "lesson purpose."
2.1.2  A list of "training objectives." Students should know and be told that materials in lesson plans that address
an objective are typically used to construct all written and other performance tests items. Training objectives also
correspond to specific job tasks directly associated with law enforcement duties.
2.1.3  The minimum number of hours required for the topic area.
2.1.4  All instructional methods needed to deliver the lesson to include, but not limited to, lectures, practical
exercises, and classroom discussions.
2.1.5  Training aids and equipment required to deliver the lesson
3.1  Testing Methods- Written tests for each topic MUST be constructed and administered to each student
periodically during the Basic Law Enforcement Training Course. Practical exercises/tests should also be
developed as needed to further measure the students' comprehension of the material.

General Education/Core Curriculum Associations
1  Communicate effectively using the conventions of American Standard English in professional and academic
environments.
2  Use critical thinking to analyze problems and make logical decisions.
3  Demonstrate socialization skills that support cultural awareness and a global perspective.
5  Demonstrate computer literacy.

InstitutionalGoals Associations
1  Respond to student and community needs through measurable goals.
2  Establish a culture of quality customer service.
4  Focus on workforce preparedness to support economic development.

StrategicObjectives Associations
FTCC

3 Partner with community organizations to connect students to potential employers.
10 Improve assessment plans with documented evidence of outcomes.
61 Continue enhancements to support services and academic programs to meet the changing needs of
the military and veteran students.

Related Measures

M 1:  Appropriately restrain a subject
What and Why: Students will be given a written exam per each topical area and must participate in practical
exercises as required by the state of North Carolina. The students will demonstrate the use of pressure points to
control certain levels of resistant behavior, different techniques of control for various levels of assaultive and resistive
behavior, the use of impact weapons to control/defend attacks, the ability to control, handcuff, and search an
individual subsequent to arrest, and weapon retention and weapon disarming. Each student will be evaluated by an
instructor and be required to pass practical skills portion of the block. In order for a student to become a sworn law
enforcement officer in the state of North Carolina each student must successfully pass the written exam and practical
exercise.

How: Written exams and a pass/fail practical exercise will be assessed by a certified instructor and documented on a
state mandated check off sheet with all required actions. 

When and Who: (Fall 2015 day and night classes and Spring 2016 day class). The data collection will occur at the
end of each individual block of instruction by the Basic Law Enforcement Training School Director.
Source of Evidence:  Evaluations
Connected Document

2015-2016 Restraining a Subject (Goal #1 Source)

Target: 
90% of the BLET students must pass the evaluation portion of how to appropriately restrain a subject.

Reporting Finding (2015-2016) - Target: Met
For the 2015-2016 academic school year 100% of students who were enrolled in the "Appropriately Restrain a



Subject" portion of the class passed the evaluation phase. Students were evaluated by an North Carolina
Criminal Justice Education Training and Standards Commission approved Subject Arrest Control Techniques
instructor.
Connected Document

2015-2016 Restraing a Subject (Goal #1 Evidence)

SLO 2:  How to Complete an Appropriate Traffic Stop 
Students will be provided with techniques and methods used in connection with traffic law enforcement, procedures used
in directing and controlling traffic, and aspects of both “unknown risk” and “known risk” vehicle stops.

Relevant Associations:
Standard Associations

ACJA- Basic Law Enforcement Training
2.1.1  A "lesson purpose."
2.1.2  A list of "training objectives." Students should know and be told that materials in lesson plans that address
an objective are typically used to construct all written and other performance tests items. Training objectives also
correspond to specific job tasks directly associated with law enforcement duties.
2.1.3  The minimum number of hours required for the topic area.
2.1.4  All instructional methods needed to deliver the lesson to include, but not limited to, lectures, practical
exercises, and classroom discussions.
2.1.5  Training aids and equipment required to deliver the lesson
3.1  Testing Methods- Written tests for each topic MUST be constructed and administered to each student
periodically during the Basic Law Enforcement Training Course. Practical exercises/tests should also be
developed as needed to further measure the students' comprehension of the material.

General Education/Core Curriculum Associations
1  Communicate effectively using the conventions of American Standard English in professional and academic
environments.
2  Use critical thinking to analyze problems and make logical decisions.
3  Demonstrate socialization skills that support cultural awareness and a global perspective.
4  Demonstrate quantitative competencies.
5  Demonstrate computer literacy.

InstitutionalGoals Associations
1  Respond to student and community needs through measurable goals.
2  Establish a culture of quality customer service.
3  Ensure fiscal responsibility, accountability and financial stability.
4  Focus on workforce preparedness to support economic development.

StrategicObjectives Associations
FTCC

10 Improve assessment plans with documented evidence of outcomes.
61 Continue enhancements to support services and academic programs to meet the changing needs of
the military and veteran students.

Related Measures

M 2:  How to Complete an Appropriate Traffic Stop
What and Why: Students will be given a written exam and must participate in practical exercises as required by the
state of North Carolina. Students will demonstrate a tactically safe “known risk” and “unknown risk” traffic stop that
includes: correct radio procedures, vehicle positioning, initiating verbal contact, observing suspicious behavior, and
responding to legally armed individuals.  The student will also demonstrate the ability to issue the uniform citation,
write a charge not printed on the citation and explain the charge to the violator and the proper procedure for
disposition of the citation. In order for a student to become a sworn law enforcement officer in the state of North
Carolina each student must successfully pass the written exam and practical exercise. 

How: Written exams and practical skills tests will be administered by a Commission certified instructor. The student
will be evaluated by the instructor on their vehicle approach, tele communicator information, vehicle positioning,
officer approach, offender control, enforcement activity, and departure. At the end of the block instruction the student
will review the lesson plan and type up a practice test to assist them in studying the material for their exam. 

When and Who: (Fall 2015 day and night classes and Spring 2016 day class) The data collection will occur at the
end of each individual block of instruction by the Basic Law Enforcement Training School Director.
Source of Evidence:  Evaluations
Connected Document

2015-2016 Conducting a Traffic Stop (Goal #2 Source)

Target: 
90% of the BLET students must pass the evaluation portion of How to Complete an appropriate Traffic Stop.

Reporting Finding (2015-2016) - Target: Met
For the 2015-2016 academic school year 100% of students who were enrolled in the "How to Complete an
Appropriate Traffic Stop" portion of the class passed the evaluation phase. Students were evaluated by an
North Carolina Criminal Justice Education Training and Standards Commission approved general instructor.
Connected Document

2015-2016 Conducting a Traffic Stop (Goal #2 Evidence)

SLO 3:  Operate a Law Enforcement Vehicle 
At the end of the block of instruction, each student possess the basic knowledge and skills necessary for operating a
vehicle while performing the functions of a law enforcement officer.

Relevant Associations:



Standard Associations
ACJA- Basic Law Enforcement Training
2.1.1  A "lesson purpose."
2.1.2  A list of "training objectives." Students should know and be told that materials in lesson plans that address
an objective are typically used to construct all written and other performance tests items. Training objectives also
correspond to specific job tasks directly associated with law enforcement duties.
2.1.3  The minimum number of hours required for the topic area.
2.1.4  All instructional methods needed to deliver the lesson to include, but not limited to, lectures, practical
exercises, and classroom discussions.
2.1.5  Training aids and equipment required to deliver the lesson
3.1  Testing Methods- Written tests for each topic MUST be constructed and administered to each student
periodically during the Basic Law Enforcement Training Course. Practical exercises/tests should also be
developed as needed to further measure the students' comprehension of the material.

General Education/Core Curriculum Associations
1  Communicate effectively using the conventions of American Standard English in professional and academic
environments.
2  Use critical thinking to analyze problems and make logical decisions.
3  Demonstrate socialization skills that support cultural awareness and a global perspective.
4  Demonstrate quantitative competencies.
5  Demonstrate computer literacy.

InstitutionalGoals Associations
1  Respond to student and community needs through measurable goals.
2  Establish a culture of quality customer service.
3  Ensure fiscal responsibility, accountability and financial stability.
4  Focus on workforce preparedness to support economic development.

StrategicObjectives Associations
FTCC

10 Improve assessment plans with documented evidence of outcomes.

Related Measures

M 3:  Operate a Law Enforcement Vehicle
What and Why: This block of instruction is designed to provide the student with the basic knowledge and skills
necessary for operating a vehicle while performing the functions of a law enforcement officer. Each student will
demonstrate the ability to use acceptable vehicle control methods by successfully completing the following practical
exercises: offset lane maneuver, fixed radius curve, precision exercise, serpentine exercise, evasive exercise,
emergency response driving, and pursuit driving.  At the end of the block instruction the student will review the
lesson plan and type up a practice test to assist them in studying the material for their exam. Students will be given
a written exam and must participate in practical exercises as required by the state of North Carolina. In order for a
student to become a sworn law enforcement officer in the state of North Carolina each student must successfully
pass the written exam and practical exercise. 

How: Written exams and practical exercises will be assessed by a certified instructor and documented on
evaluation sheets.

When and Who: (Fall 2015 day and night classes and Spring 2016 day class) The data collection will occur at the
end of each individual block of instruction by the Basic Law Enforcement Training School Director.

Source of Evidence:  Writing exam to assure certain proficiency level
Connected Document

2015-2016 Operate a LE Vehicle (Goal #3 Source)

Target: 
90% of the BLET students must successfully pass all seven of the Commission mandated driving courses.

Reporting Finding (2015-2016) - Target: Met
For the 2015-2016 academic school year 94% of students who were enrolled in the "Operating a Law
Enforcement Vehicle" portion of the class passed. Students passed a written comprehensive exam with a 75%
or above and were evaluated by an North Carolina Criminal Justice Education Training and Standards
Commission approved driver instructor on all BLET mandated driving courses.
Connected Document

2015-2016 Operate a LE Vehicle (Goal #3 Evidence)

Analysis Questions and Analysis Answers

What were the strengths of your assessment process? 
 

The strengths of our assessments process allows me an overall view of the academic progress of the students and any
areas of weaknesses.

What were the weaknesses of your assessment process? 
 

It would be nice to have more time to complete a closer and more thorough assessment. It is difficult to complete with
each of the 36 topics and practical exercise with the time constraints provided by the North Carolina Criminal Justice
Education Training and Standards Commission.

What was learned as a result of your assessment process?



 
The assessments and practicals are proving to be a success. All targets and goals were met for this fiscal year. We still
strive to raise the overall success of the program in the areas of knowledge to properly perform an arrest, operate law
enforcement vehicles, and appropriately conduct traffic stops.

How will what was learned impact the direction and emphasis of your academic or support unit?
 

Focus will be directed on hiring quality instructors to teach in accordance with the North Criminal Justice Education and
Training Standards Commission standards. We will provide the best possible resources and support in assisting those
instructors meet the goal of giving each student the best possible training. Increased practical hours will be added for
better preparation of the field.

Annual Report Section Responses

Program Review (Academic Units) 
Attached is the most recent academic program review.
Connected Document

Academic Program Review- BLET

Advisory Comm. Minutes (Academic Units) 
All academic programs have associated Advisory Committees that provide community input on program direction and
outcomes.
Connected Document

Committee Minutes (2015-2016)

End Of Year Reports (VPs, AVPs, Deans) 
Strategic Plan (2015-2020) and other related documents
Connected Documents

2016 Grad Survey
Strategic Plan 2015-2020









Measures & Reporting Findings
Goal # 1: Appropriately Restrain a Subject

2015-02 Fall Night Class

Evaluations 

Student #1 Pass

Student #2 Withdraw

Student #3 Pass

Student #4 Pass

Student #5 Pass

Student #6 Pass

Student #7 Pass

Student #8 Pass

Student #9 Pass

Student #10 Withdraw

Student #11 Pass

2015-03 Fall Day Class

Evaluations 

Student #1 Pass

Student #2 Pass

Student #3 Pass

Student #4 Pass

Student #5 Pass

Student #6 Pass

Student #7 Pass

Student #8 Pass

Student #9 Pass

Student #10 Pass

Student #11 Pass

Student #12 Pass

Student #13 Pass

Student #14 Pass

Student #15 Pass

Student #16 Pass

Student #17 Pass

Student #18 Pass

Student #19 Pass

Student #20 Pass

2016-01 Spring Day Class

Evaluations 

Student #1 Pass

Student #2 Pass



Student #3 Pass

Student #4 Pass

Student #5 Pass

Student #6 Withdraw

Student #7 Pass

Student #8 Pass

Student #9 Withdraw

Student #10 Pass













Measures & Reporting Findings
Goal #2: How to Complete an Appropriate Traffic Stop

2015-02 Fall Night Class
Evaluation

Student #1 Pass

Student #2 Withdraw

Student #3 Pass

Student #4 Withdraw

Student #5 Pass

Student #6 Withdraw

Student #7 Pass

Student #8 Withdraw

Student #9 Withdraw

Student #10 Withdraw

Student #11 Pass

2015-03 Fall Day Class

Evaluation

Student #1 Pass

Student #2 Pass

Student #3 Pass

Student #4 Pass

Student #5 Pass

Student #6 Pass

Student #7 Pass

Student #8 Pass

Student #9 Pass

Student #10 Pass

Student #11 Pass

Student #12 Withdraw

Student #13 Pass

Student #14 Pass

Student #15 Pass

Student #16 Pass

Student #17 Pass

Student #18 Pass

Student #19 Pass

Student #20 Pass

2016-01 Spring Day Class

Evaluation

Student #1 Pass

Student #2 Pass



Student #3 Pass

Student #4 Pass

Student #5 Pass

Student #6 Withdraw

Student #7 Pass

Student #8 Pass

Student #9 Withdraw

Student #10 Pass



































Measures & Reporting Findings
Goal #3:  Operate a LE vehicle

2015-02 Fall Night Class

Written Exam Evaluation

Student #1 86 Pass

Student #2 Withdraw Withdraw

Student #3 Fail Fail

Student #4 84 Pass

Student #5 96 Pass

Student #6 90 Pass

Student #7 88 Pass

Student #8 Withdraw Withdraw

Student #9 78 Pass

Student #10 Withdraw Withdraw

Student #11 80 Pass

2015-03 Fall Day Class

Written Exam Evaluation

Student #1 96 Pass 

Student #2 86 Pass 

Student #3 78 Pass 

Student #4 98 Pass 

Student #5 94 Pass 

Student #6 90 Pass 

Student #7 90 Pass 

Student #8 94 Pass 

Student #9 Fail Fail

Student #10 94 Pass 

Student #11 88 Pass 

Student #12 Withdraw Withdraw

Student #13 96 Pass 

Student #14 94 Pass 

Student #15 94 Pass 

Student #16 94 Pass 

Student #17 90 Pass 

Student #18 100 Pass 

Student #19 98 Pass 

Student #20 78 Pass 

2016-01 Spring Day Class

Written Exam Evaluation

Student #1 75 Pass

Student #2 90 Pass



Student #3 90 Pass

Student #4 86 Pass

Student #5 75 Pass

Student #6 Withdraw Withdraw

Student #7 88 Pass

Student #8 86 Pass

Student #9 Withdraw Withdraw

Student #10 90 Pass
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X-1 Mission 
 
The mission of Fayetteville Technical Community College (FTCC) is to serve our 
community as a learning-centered institution to build a globally competitive workforce 
supporting economic development. FTCC promotes the growth of the whole person in a 
caring environment that encourages strong ethical values, personal integrity, and a 
sense of responsibility to the needs of society. 
 

X-2 Purpose of Review 
 
The purpose of program review is to strengthen department programs and increase 
department efficiencies and effectiveness.  The review assesses and critically evaluates 
a program’s stated outcomes and use of supporting resources to measure if the 
program is fulfilling its goals and adequately supports the College mission.  The process 
necessitates documenting successful and unsuccessful efforts, identifying future needs, 
and verifying compliance with accreditation and college standards.  The results of the 
review process will serve as a tool for continuous program improvements and will 
impact the institutional and program-level planning and budgeting activities. Program 
review becomes the baseline measurement of where the program is right now, where 
program managers would like for it to be in the next one to five years and planned 
achievement targets, qualitative and quantitative measurements, analysis of those 
measurements to report findings, and projected action plans and dates for reaching 
those future objectives.  Program review is not intended to replace formal assessment 
activities in the WEAVE Assessment Management System and is intended to provide 
additional support and quantitative/qualitative evidence to further support the outcomes 
and findings housed in WEAVE. 
 

X-3 Overview of Program Review Process 
 

1. The Program Review Process (PRP) begins with a Program Self-Study.  The 
Department Chair organizes a team to conduct the Self-Study.  The team must 
include the Department Chair (or Program Coordinator), all full time faculty 
members regularly teaching program courses and at least one part-time faculty 
member that has taught in the program for two or more semesters.  All required 
historical statistical and numerical data will be provided by the Human 
Resources, Workforce Development, and Institutional Effectiveness 
(HR/WFD/IE) Office. 

2. Teams shall use the current electronic version of the Program Review Self-Study 
template (Fill-in form P-1). Supplemental information and supporting 
documentation is highly encouraged to adequately support the program review 
findings. 

3. A full Self-Study shall be submitted to the Chief Academic Officer (CAO) every 
three (3) years with annual updates submitted by March 15 of the academic year 
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during the subsequent two years.  Timely submission and quality of analysis will 
be addressed as part of the Department Chair/Program Coordinator’s annual 
performance appraisal. 

4. Upon submission of the full 3-year program review, the departmental Program 
Review Team will meet to prepare a presentation of their self-assessment 
findings and recommendations to the CAO, AVP for Curriculum Programs, and 
the appropriate Academic Program Dean.  The presentation must include the 
Self-Study Team’s recommendations for continuous improvement and required 
program support to implement those improvements.  These recommendations 
shall be considered during future budgets and personnel decisions.  Department 
Chairs/Program Coordinators shall submit necessary budget decision packages 
(see fill-in forms E-5, E-6, E-28, E-15, F-2, I-11, and O-1).  

5. The remainder of this publication reflects items that must be included in the 
program review and mirror the contents of the program review fill-in form (P-1). 

 

X-3.1  Program Description, Policies, and Affiliations 
(Self-Study Team’s assessment) 
 
A.  Provide a description of the program. 
The Basic Law Enforcement Training (BLET) Curriculum is designed to prepare entry-level 
individuals with the cognitive and physical skills needed to become certified law enforcement 
officers in North Carolina. 
  

The course is comprised of thirty six separate blocks of instruction to include topics such as ABC 
Laws, Anti-Terrorism, Civil Process, Communication Skills for Law Enforcement Officers, 
Controlled Substances, Crime Prevention Techniques, Criminal Investigation, Crowd 
Management, Domestic Violence Response, Elements of Criminal Law, Ethics, HAZMAT, Field 
Note Taking and Report Writing, Fingerprinting and Photographing Arrestees, First Responder, 
Human Trafficking, In-Custody Transportation, Individuals with Mental Illness, Interviewing, 
Juvenile Laws, Radio Procedures, Motor Vehicle Law, Patrol Techniques, Physical Fitness, 
Preparing and Testifying in Court, Rapid Deployment, Responding to Victims and the Public, 
Sheriff’s Responsibilities Court Duties and Detention Duties, Subject Control Arrest Techniques, 
Techniques of Traffic Law Enforcement, Traffic Crash Investigation, Firearms, Driver Training, 
Motor Vehicle Law, and Arrest, Search and Seizure. The BLET course is filled with practical 
exercises and an extensive ethics section that is woven throughout the training experience. 
  

The BLET course has been thoroughly researched, legally reviewed and contains the most 
current law enforcement information available. The Commission mandated 620-hour course 
takes approximately sixteen weeks to complete and concludes with a comprehensive written 
exam and skills testing. 
  
Upon successful completion of the BLET State Comprehensive Written Examination, the BLET 
trainee has one year from the date of the State Comprehensive Examination to be duly appointed 
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and sworn as a law enforcement officer in North Carolina. However, most agencies include an 
additional period of field training. 
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B.  Discuss how the program supports the College in fulfilling its mission.  List 
your program’s mission, targeted future goals and objectives and how those 
goals/objectives are linked to the College’s Institutional Goals and Strategies 
located in the FTCC Strategic Plan. 
 
Our program supports Fayetteville Technical Community College by responding to 
student and community needs through measurable goals. BLET’s mission is to provide 
the best quality training for our students to prepare them for entry level officers in our 
community. We partner with local law enforcement agencies in the area to provide our 
students with the best and most real life scenario training. Our future goals and 
objectives are to provide a great product for whatever agency may hire our graduates 
and to keep them asking for more. We have organized a “law enforcement only” job fair 
to connect NC law enforcement agencies from around the state with past and current 
BLET students along with all criminal justice students from FTCC and other surrounding 
colleges. The event takes place once a year in November. 

 
C.  Beyond general College admission policies, list any special requirements 
pertaining to program admission (i.e. passing a background check, GPA 
requirement, etc.). 
 
BLET’s admission requirements are established by the North Carolina Criminal Justice 
Education and Training Standards Commission. The Commission mandates minimum 
requirements for entry into BLET are: 
 
Entrance Requirements 
  
The requirements for admission into a BLET course are: 
  

• Must be a citizen of the United States; 
• Must be 20 years of age; 
• Priority admission is given to individuals holding full-time employment with 

criminal justice agencies; 
• Must provide to the School Director a medical examination report, properly 

completed by a physician licensed to practice medicine in North Carolina, a 
physician's assistant, or a nurse practitioner, to determine the individual's fitness 
to perform the essential job functions of a criminal justice officer. 

• Must have a high school diploma or GED. High school diplomas earned through 
correspondence enrollment are not recognized toward the educational 
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requirements. 

• Must take a standardized reading comprehension test and score at the tenth 
grade level or higher within one year prior to entrance into Basic Law 
Enforcement Training.  

• Must provide to the School Director a certified criminal record check for local and 
state records for the time period since the trainee has become an adult and from 
all locations where the trainee has resided since becoming an adult. An 
Administrative Office of the Courts criminal record check or a comparable out-of-
state criminal record check will satisfy this requirement. 

• Must have not been convicted of any of a felony or: 
o a crime for which the punishment could have been imprisonment for more 

than two years; or 
o a crime or unlawful act defined as a "Class B misdemeanor" within the five 

year period prior to the date of application for employment unless the 
individual intends to seek certification through the North Carolina Sheriffs' 
Education and Training Standards Commission; or 

o four or more crimes or unlawful acts defined as "Class B Misdemeanors" 
regardless of the date of conviction; or 

o four or more crimes or unlawful acts defined as "Class A Misdemeanors" 
except the trainee may be enrolled if the last conviction occurred more 
than two years prior to the date of enrollment; or 

o a combination of four or more "Class A Misdemeanors" or "Class B 
Misdemeanors" regardless of the date of conviction unless the individual 
intends to seek certification through the North Carolina Criminal Justice 
Education and Training Standards Commission. 

  
Every individual who is admitted as a trainee in a presentation of the Basic Law 
Enforcement Training Course shall notify the School Director of all criminal offenses 
which the trainee is arrested for or charged with, pleads no contest to, pleads guilty to or 
is found guilty of, and notify the School Director of all Domestic Violence Orders (G.S. 
50B) which are issued by a judicial official and which provide an opportunity for both 
parties to be present. 
 
In order to meet the Commission’s requirements and FTCC’s requirements for 
students to attend BLET they have to: 
 
- Pick up an application packet from the FTCC Spring Lake Campus. 
- Complete online registration with FTCC  
- Complete an Accuplacer reading comprehension test  
- Provide a copy of driver’s license, birth certificate (or US passport), DD214 (if 
  applicable), official copy of high school transcripts or G.E.D. diploma.  
- Criminal records check from each jurisdiction in which the applicant has resided since 
  their 16th birthday.  
- Complete a Medical History Statement (F-1), a physical exam that’s recorded on the 
  Medical examination Report (F-2), no more than 180 days prior to the academy start 
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  date.  
- A physical fitness assessment.  
- Law Enforcements Agency sponsorship 
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D.  List articulation or other such agreements that the program currently has with 
other community colleges or four-year institutions.  Briefly describe the details of 
such agreements, including when the agreements were last reviewed, updated 
and approved by the partnering colleges. 
N/A  

 
E.  List specific linkages or partnerships the program has with local businesses, 
community or civic organizations, K-12 schools, etc.  Briefly describe the nature 
of such partnerships.  Include relevant contact information for partnering 
businesses, organizations, etc. 
Our program has partnered with several different law enforcement agencies in the 
surrounding area to provide training for our students on their property and allow us to 
use their facilities. We also have partnerships with local businesses that supply us with 
the training tools necessary to conduct the training. Just some examples of our 
partnerships would be All American Fire Protection of Fayetteville Inc., who ensures our 
fire extinguishers are always filled. Lawmen’s gun supply for all of our firearms and 
ammunition needs. We also coordinate with Cumberland County Schools to use their 
high schools or junior high schools as our training grounds for rapid deployment 
training. What better way to train than in our own community schools to prepare our 
students for a real life active shooter situation. In the past current and former FTCC 
students taking drama courses have posed as our victims, witnesses, and suspects 
during our practical training. 
 
Cumberland County Sheriff’s Office – 910-323-1500 
All American Fire Protection of Fayetteville Inc - (910) 496-0600 
Cumberland County Schools – 910-678-2300 
Lawmen’s Safety  Supply - (919) 779-6141 
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X-3.2  Program Curriculum 
(Self-Study Team’s assessment) 
 
A.  List the program’s approved plan of study.  Provide the suggested sequence 
of course numbers, titles, and credits. 
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BLET Topic List 
Commission Courses BLET  
 

1. Course Orientation - 2 hours 

2. Physical Fitness Training - 54 hours 

3. Ethics for Professional Law Enforcement - 4 hours 

4. Arrest, Search & Seizure/Constitutional Law - 28 hours 

5. Elements of Criminal Law - 24 hours 

6. Communication Skills for Law Enforcement Officers - 8 hours 

7. Law Enforcement Radio Procedures and Information Systems - 8 hours 

8. Field Notetaking & Report Writing - 12 hours 

9. Interviews: Field & In-Custody - 16 hours 

10. Subject Control/Arrest Techniques - 40 hours 

11. Juvenile Law & Procedures - 8 hours 

12. Fingerprinting & Photographing Arrestees - 6 hours 

13. Responding to Victims & the Public - 10 hours 

14. Firearms - 48 hours 

15. Criminal Investigation - 34 hours 

16. ABC Laws & Procedures - 4 hours 

17. Motor Vehicle Law - 20 hours 

18. Law Enforcement Driver Training - 40 hours 

19. Crime Prevention Techniques - 6 hours 

20. First Responder -  32 hours 

21. Domestic Violence Response - 12 hours 

22. Controlled Substances - 12 hours 
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23. Techniques of Traffic Law Enforcement - 24 hours 

24. In-Custody Transportation - 8 hours 

25. Traffic Crash Investigation - 20 hours 

26. Explosives & Hazardous Materials Emergencies - 12 hours 

27. Individuals With Mental Illness or Developmental Disabilities - 8 hours 

28. Crowd Management - 12 hours 

29. Preparing for Court & Testifying in Court - 12 hours 

30. Patrol Techniques - 28 hours 

31. Sheriff's Responsibilities: Detention Duties - 4 hours 

32. Sheriff's Responsibilities: Court Duties - 6 hours 

33. Civil Process - 24 hours 

34. Anti-Terrorism - 4 hours 

35. Rapid Deployment - 8 hours 

36. Human Trafficking - 2 hours 

Testing - 20 hours 

TOTAL HOURS:  620 

 
 
B.  State the specific student learning outcomes and graduation competencies of 
the program.  Describe them in measurable terms including discussion of the 
department approved metrics/rubrics used to assess those competencies.  
Include references to the program’s general education outcomes and career-
related skills.  For example, link program outcomes to the approved FTCC 
General Education Competencies located on the College’s Human Resources, 
Workforce Development and Institutional Effectiveness website. 
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The Basic Law Enforcement Training (BLET) Curriculum is designed to prepare entry-level 
individuals with the cognitive and physical skills needed to become certified law enforcement 
officers in North Carolina. They have to pass each of the thirty six topics which includes written 
tests and practicals. They have to receive a score of seventy percent or above according to the 
North Carolina Criminal Justice Training and Standards Commission. We here at FTCC require 
the students to pass with a seventy five percent on all written exams, to better prepare them for 
the state exam. Once all is passed they are to sit for the state comprehensive exam and once they 
pass all six different sections with a seventy percent or above they receive their law enforcement 
certification. They have one year from the date of the state exam to get sworn on with a law 
enforcement agency. 
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C.  How does the curriculum ensure that it is and/or remains relevant to students 
in the 21st century and the expected challenges and opportunities they will face 
upon graduation? 
BLET is constantly evolving. As technology advances and new procedures are 
developed the North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and Training Standards 
Commission updates the BLET program. An example of training that has been updated 
is our Rapid Deployment training. Prior to the Columbine High School shooting all law 
enforcement personnel were trained to “surround and contain the threat”. Since that 
incident our training evolved from “surround and contain the threat” to “engaging the 
threat” as soon as possible. Our Police Officer Physical Agilities Test (POPAT) has just 
recently been updated. It will go into effect July 1, 2015. The POPAT is a series of 
obstacles courses that an officer may face while performing their duties in the field. 
Examples of the old course would be the officer running a hundred yards, dragging a 
one hundred fifty pound person, crawling through a forty foot culvert etc… in a timed 
event. The new POPAT is still a timed event, but with more current obstacles our 
officers are currently facing like running up steps, jumping a four foot fence, dragging a 
one hundred seventy five pound dummy, wrestling with a hundred pound dummy on the 
ground. The North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and Training Standards 
Commission updates our lesson plans every six months. 
 
D.  Describe the methods (formal and/or informal) used to ensure continued 
program currency.  How the faculty is involved in the process to maintain 
program currency?  How is the program advisory committee involved?  How have 
outside consultants been used? 
The program advisory committee brings fresh new ideas on how we can enhance our 
training to more real life based, but all the while still maintaining the Commission’s 
requirements.  We have not had any outside consultants.   
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E.  What changes have been made to the curriculum program of study during the 
past three years?  Why were these changes made?  Did the changes result in 
anticipated outcomes originally driving the change? 
All changes are mandated by the North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and 
Training Standards Commission. 

 
F.  What curriculum changes are currently being considered?  Why? 
The only curriculum changes are made by the North Carolina Criminal Justice 
Education and Training Standards Commission. One of the most recent changes is the 
Police Officer Physical Agilities Test which will take effect on July 1, 2015. We are also 
updating our equipment. 
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G.  List members of the program’s advisory committee (if one exists).  Include 
names, titles, and backgrounds, how long members have served, and any criteria 
used by the program leadership to select members.    
Peppi Masa, BLET Instructor, prior law enforcement 
Randy Lee, BLET Instructor, law enforcement officer 
Stacey Wormer, BLET Instructor, prior law enforcement 
Lee Newcomb, BLET Instructor, SBI Agent 
Tatum Buckley, BLET Instructor, law enforcement officer 
Richard Newton, BLET Instructor, law enforcement officer 
Corrie Simmons, BLET Instructor, law enforcement officer 
Joel Siles, BLET Instructor, prior law enforcement, qualified assistant 
Robert Carter, BLET Instructor, prior law enforcement, qualified assistant 
Melissa Jeffries, BLET Instructor, law enforcement officer 
Michael Brown, BLET Instructor, law enforcement officer 
Yovana Vest, BLET Instructor, law enforcement officer 
Jeffrey Stafford, BLET Instructor, prior law enforcement, qualified assistant 
 
 
 
 
H.  How often does the advisory committee meet?  Describe how active the 
committee is as issues are discussed related to the program.  Identify how 
meetings are conducted and how recommendations are put forward for 
consideration of approval.  Attach a copy of the last advisory committee meeting 
minutes as supporting documentation.    
In the past, the committee has met twice a year. The committee is very active in 
discussing issues that are related to the program, mostly because most of them all 
teach in the program as well. The meetings are conducted in one of our classrooms and 
issues are discussed. Updates the Commission has mandated, etc… I plan on having 
my first committee meeting this December 2014. If any recommendations are 
suggested I plan on all us discussing the pros and cons for each idea. We are limited as 
to what we can do in the program, but making sure our training is as real as possible is 
always best. 
 
Below is attached the last advisory committee meeting minutes that Mr. Ellinwood 
conducted. 
 

FAYETTEVILLE TECHNICAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
PO BOX 35236   FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 28303-0236   PHONE (910) 678 8400   FAX (910) 436-5184 

 
 

Fayetteville Technical Community College 
Criminal Justice Technology 

Minutes 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

JAN 10, 2013   3:00 PM   SLC 209 
 

Members Present: 
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Peppi Masa, BLET Instructor 
Randy Lee, BLET Instructor 
Stacey Wormer, BLET Instructor 
Lee Newcomb, BLET Instructor 
Tatum Buckley, BLET Instructor 
Richard Newton, BLET Instructor 
Corrie Simmons, BLET Instructor 
Joel Siles, BLET Instructor 
Robert Carter, BLET Instructor 
Melissa Jeffries, BLET Instructor 
Michael Brown, BLET Instructor 
Yovana Vest, BLET Instructor 
Jeffrey Stafford, BLET Instructor 
 
 
The Criminal Justice Advisory Meeting was conducted in the SLC building, Room 209  
 
John Ellinwood, BLET Director of FTCC, chaired the CJC advisory committee meeting. 
Updates were presented by John Ellinwood on the following areas: 
  

1. Review of the new Spring Class Day Schedule 
2. Discussion of instructor responsibilities  
3. Discussion of proper dress attire when teaching  
4. Announcement of John Ellinwood’s retirement and transition of directors in 

the upcoming months. 
 
 

The following recommendations were made for the Criminal Justice Department by the 
Advisory Committee: 
 

1. Ensure that each instructor reads lesson plans prior to teaching 
2. Ensure instructor remains current with any Training and Standards updates 
3. Ensured the instructors update their CPR cards if needed. 

 
At 4:00 pm the meeting was adjourned with an announcement that the next meeting will 
be held in August 2014.  
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I.  What specific issues or concerns have been addressed by the advisory 
committee during the past three years?  Describe any activities the department 
has used over the last 3 years suggested by the committee related to keeping the 
curriculum current.  Relate how effective the committee is at communicating its 
concerns and how the advisory committee’s effectiveness might be improved.    
I was informed by Mr. Ellinwood that one of the concerns in the past have been about 
making the rapid deployment training more realistic, in which it was decided that they 
start using local schools for training grounds. They have been very effective in giving 
advice as to exactly who to talk to about using Cumberland County Schools for our 
training facility. 
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X-3.3  Faculty 
(Self-Study Team’s assessment) 
 

A. For the past three (3) academic years, provide the total number of sections, 
by course number, run by the program and the percentage of those that 
were taught by full-time faculty members. 
 

Basic Law Enforcement Training Core Courses Offered by Semester  
(Fall 2010-Fall 2013) 

 
 *Core Course offered during Fall and Spring terms. 
 

 
     *The BLET program is currently not offered during the Summer semester. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 2010FA 2011SP 2011SU 2011FA 2012SP 2012SU 2012FA 2013SP 2013SU 2013FA
CJC-100 1 2 * 1 2 * 1 2 * 1
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The North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and Training Standards Commission 
allows no one instructor (including the program coordinator) to teach more than thirty 
five percent of the BLET curriculum in any one academy. I’m the only full time personnel 
currently working with the BLET program, but am hoping for a full time assistant in the 
near future. Also currently the BLET academy does run through the summer semester. 
It begins in March and ends in December. 

 
B.  Define the criteria used to determine faculty qualification to teach in the 
program.  List any degree requirements, as well as relevant certification, 
licensure, and experience used to evaluate candidates during the hiring process. 
In order to teach for BLET the Commission requires an instructor go through a General 
Instructor course, take a state exam and obtain their certification. In order to maintain 
their certification they have to teach at a minimum of twelve hours every three 
years.  Those blocks of instruction that involve high risk or specialty type practicals our 
instructors not only have to complete the General Instructor Course, but also have to go 
through a separate specialty course.  
  
The specialty course is a separate course all together where the individual will also take 
another state exam to receive their certificate in that specialty. In order to maintain their 
certificate current they have to teach twelve hours in that specialty every three years 
just like the general instructor. (So if an instructor has more than one specialty, they 
have to teach twelve hours in each specialty at least once every three years.)  The state 
also mandates in order for a specialty instructor to teach their specialty their CPR card 
also has to remain current. 
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C.  Are all faculty (full-time and part-time) appropriately credentialed and qualified 
to teach in the program?  Please explain and provide a list of faculty (including 
their rank, length of service, highest degree, areas of specialization, and relevant 
experience). 
Yes all instructors are mandated by the state to be credentialed prior to teaching in any 
BLET academy. Below is a list of all my current instructors and their specialties. 
 

BUCKLEY TATUM 
095828

8 Driver P.T. Hazmat 
Firear
m 

 

Genera
l 

CARTER BOBBY 
010330

5 Hazmat 
1ST 
Responder Driver 

  

Genera
l 

ELLINWOOD JOHN 
010360

0 Driver  P.T. 
   

Genera
l 

ELLIS ALFRED 
010233

7 Firearms P.T. 
   

Genera
l 

EPLER LARRY 
010239

2 
1ST 
Responder DRIVER 

   

Genera
l 

FISHER 
JENNIFE
R 

276089
5 

1ST 
Responder 

    

Genera
l 

LEE MARK 
069642

6 SCAT 
    

Genera
l 

MOORE 
ROGER 
B. 

010988
8 Firearms SCAT 

   

Genera
l 

NEWCOMB LEE 
010239

4 HAZMAT 
    

Genera
l 

NEWTON RICHARD 
010401

0 P.T HAZMAT Firearms Driver 
SCA
T 

Genera
l 

PARKER CHARLES 
010240

1 FIREARMS P.T. 
   

Genera
l 

PETERSON DENNIS 
010900

7 DRIVER FIREARMS 
   

Genera
l 

PLESSER ERIK 
010445

3 DRIVER FIRARMS P.T.  SCAT 
 

Genera
l 

RAY TERRY 
010422

2 DRIVER FIREARMS 
   

Genera
l 

REECE RICHARD 077125 DRIVER P.T. 
   

Genera
l 

SAWYER JOHN 
010358

4 HAZMAT DRIVER FIREARM 
  

Genera
l 

SILES JOEL 
258553

4 FIREARMS 
    

Genera
l 

SIMMONS EVERETT 
164483

1 DRIVER FIREARMS PT SCAT 
 

Genera
l 

SPIEGLER PAUL 
010988

9 FIREARMS P.T. SCAT 
  

Genera
l 

STAFFORD JEFFREY 
122931

6 FIREARMS P.T. SCAT 
  

Genera
l 

VEST YOVANA 145455 DRIVER 
    

Genera
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4 l 

WOMER STACEY 
073065

9 HAZMAT FIREARMS P.T.  SCAT 
 

Genera
l 

WORLEY CRAIG 046933 HAZMAT DRIVER FIREARM P.T. 
SCA
T 

Genera
l 

ZIMMERMA
N JEFFREY 

073088
0 DRIVER P.T. SCAT 

  

Genera
l 

BROWN HARDIN 
153161

5 General 

FARNHAM MELODY 
010908

0 General 

GILLIS SUSAN 
010254

2 General 

HENLEY JIMMY 
010239

4 General 

JEFFRIES MELISSA 
010900

4 General 

JENKINS RICHARD 
021906

2 General 

LEE RANDY 
111160

9 General 

MCPHERSON MAURA 
115350

4 General 

RAMSDEN DUSTIN 
247877

5 General 

TERRY VINCENT 
011011

6 General 

WILLIAMS TERESA 
145847

8 General 
    

 

 
D.  Are all faculty, including adjuncts, evaluated on a periodic basis?  If so, what 
is the schedule for the process?  Is the program up-to-date on the completion of 
faculty evaluation?  Why or why not?  What have been the general findings of the 
evaluations? 
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Yes all instructors have to have an evaluation form (called an F-16) once every three 
years. Not all of them have been completed, because I am new and still in the process 
of evaluating all instructors as they teach for me. 
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E.  Describe full-time faculty participation in professional development 
opportunities.  Explain how professional development contributes to the overall 
effectiveness of the program.  Provide a list of faculty and their professional 
development experiences for the past three (3) years. 
I am the only full time faculty and I am currently still working for the Cumberland County 
Sheriff’s Office as an auxiliary unit. I attend in- service training once every three months 
to keep current on all law enforcement issues and also still work as a patrol officer one 
weekend a month. I believe my professional development contributes to the overall 
effectiveness of the program by knowing and currently working in the field. I’m dealing 
with all current issues officers face and am able to use my knowledge for better training 
opportunities for our students. 

 
F.  Describe full-time faculty research initiatives, conference or other 
presentations, and publishing ventures.  Explain how faculty research projects 
contribute to the overall effectiveness of the program.  Provide a list of faculty, 
their research projects, and presentations/publications. 
While attending open houses I developed a short survey for all interested individuals to 
fill out. My intent was to find out from the potential applicant exactly what information 
they wanted to know about BLET, to better develop our website. As a result, I obtained 
several great ideas and have put a lot of helpful information on our website for the 
public. I am also in the process of putting our application online for easier access to the 
public, so they don’t have to come all the way out to Spring Lake and pick up an 
application.   
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X-3.4  Resources and Support Services 
(Self-Study Team’s assessment) 
 
A.  Does the program use labs, unique classroom spaces such as clinical sites, or 
specialized equipment or supplies?  If so, please provide details. 
Our program uses several different type facilities for the types of training our students 
go through. We currently conduct our driver’s training practicals at the Cumberland 
County Sheriff’s Office (CCSO) driving pad located off of Tom Starling Rd. We also use 
the CCSO’s firing range for all of our firearms shooting. I have recently coordinated with 
Cumberland County Schools Safety and Security to reserve Mae Rudd Elementary as a 
training facility for our patrol techniques and domestic violence response practicals. We 
also go to the Cumberland County Courthouse courtrooms during our Preparing and 
Testifying in court practicals to observe officer and how they testify. We utilize different 
high schools in the community to perform our Rapid Deployment practicals.  

 
B.  Are the spaces and supplies mentioned above adequate in meeting the needs 
of the program and its students?  Indicate the strengths and limitations of the 
resources provided.  Please include recommendations for how their provision 
could be improved. 
Currently all the facilities mentioned above have been great in achieving the goals for 
the program. Some of the strengths of the resources that have been provided to us are 
that they are all approved by the Commission and we don’t have to pay to use their 
facilities. Some of the limitations are that we are always at the risk of losing the use of 
the facility because we don’t own any of them. Scheduling conflicts (even though we 
send out our schedule usually six months to a year in advance) we still end up having to 
rearrange the student’s schedule because of unexpected events or trainings the 
agencies may have. There have also been complaints from the neighborhood where we 
currently shoot and they don’t want us to shoot past 9:00pm. The students are required 
by the Commission to shoot day and night courses and depending on the time of year, it 
can be difficult to get enough daytime or night time hours of shooting in. My 
recommendation would be to have our own driving pad, indoor/outdoor firing range, and 
mock courtroom. Having our own driving pad and firing range would give us more 
flexibility to adjust our hours as needed without the worry of neighborhood complaints. 
Having our own mock courtroom would be a huge asset to our training so that we would 
be able to take all the evidence collected from the student’s criminal investigations class 
and have them testify to what they did in their particular investigation. It would also be 
great to have other students at FTCC taking similar courses to participate as our jury, 
lawyers, evidence collection experts, etc… 
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C.  Does the program receive support services from the Library, Information 
Technology, Student Development, or any other offices or departments?  Please 
list the service providers and their contributions to the program.  Be sure to 
include other academic departments that contribute to the success of the 
program. 
We have received a great amount of support from our Media Services section at FTCC. 
They have been out to all of our practicals videotaping and taking photos to revamp our 
website. We are currently in the process of putting a commercial type video together for 
our potential applicants to get them motivated about joining our program and joining one 
of North Carolina’s many finest law enforcement agencies. The Criminal Justice 
Department has also been a huge help in providing me with students that also may be 
interested in the program. The recruiting section has also been a huge asset in getting 
the word out for our “Law Enforcement Only” job fair. They have ensured flyers are set 
out all over the campus and have passed out our updated BLET brochures. The 
information technology guys have been a tremendous help with setting up computers in 
our room for our students to use. 

 
D.  Are the support services mentioned above adequate in meeting the needs of 
the program and its students?  Indicate the strengths and limitations of the 
services provided.  Please include recommendations for how services could be 
improved. 
All of the above mentioned sections have been a great help to our program. The 
strengths are they have bent over backwards in assisting me to update our website and 
informing the public of all our events.  
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E.  Does the program anticipate needing any non-routine budget allocations 
during the next three years?  If so, please provide details.  For example, will more 
faculty be required based on enrollment projections or will inadequate or 
outdated equipment or classroom space need to be replaced or improved? 
Yes. Several things need to be updated. Currently the Commission has changed our 
Police Officer Physical Agility Test (POPAT) in which we are required to update our 
obstacle course by July 1, 2015. Some of our shotguns are not in working condition and 
we are currently in the process of getting them fixed. Our weapons need to be updated 
as well. Most agencies in North Carolina are going to rifles while the shotguns are 
slowly being phased out. The college has no rifles to familiarize the students with.  
 
Currently I’m in the process of writing the 2015 BLET schedule. We are currently 
attempting to get BLET on schedule with the rest of the college as opposed to during 
the summer. So instead of just canceling the March 2015 and having students wait until 
August of 2015 come around, we decided to have the three academies run at the same 
time. The schedule will consist of four academies for 2015. An academy to start in 
January 2015 (4 month day academy), March 2015 (9 month night academy), August 
2015 (4 month day academy), and an August 2015 (9 month night academy). The 
March 2015 (9 month night academy), August 2015 (4 month day academy), and the 
August (9 month night academy) will all be running simultaneously. It would be very 
beneficial to have a full time assistant coordinator who I don’t have to worry them going 
over 96 hours a month. Also with our new website, online application, and brochures 
updated I’m anticipating increased enrollment for the 2015 year. 
 
F.  Please describe your relationship with the FTCC Grants Department. Please 
describe all activities your department has engaged in to receive grants during 
the past three (3) years.  
There hasn’t been one yet to my understanding, but I do plan on building one. 
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X-3.5 Enrollment, Recruitment, and Outcomes 
Assessment 
 

A. Analyze the number of FTE generated by courses in the program for the 
past three (3) academic years.  What are the specific causes for upward 
and downward trend lines? 
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Several applicants fill out the application packet to join law enforcement, but 
unfortunately all of them are unable to attend the academy because of their criminal 
history or not getting their paperwork in before the first day of class. 
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B.  Identify the program’s primary competitors.  Beyond general College-wide 
advertising, what concrete marketing strategies have been used by the 
Department to promote the program and attract students that might otherwise 
enroll elsewhere?  What exceptional program characteristics could be leveraged 
to distinguish the program from competing programs (e.g., faculty credentials, 
unique course offerings, work-based or other innovative learning opportunities, 
and so on)?  In what ways does the program faculty work with the admissions 
staff to recruit students for the program?   
I think a couple of our biggest competitors are Fayetteville Police Department and 
Robeson Community College. I think that the flexibility in our schedule by offering a 
night academy is a huge benefit and attracts a lot of our working population. I think the 
fact that we are surrounded by some of the biggest law enforcement agencies in NC 
and we utilize officers from several different law enforcement agencies as our 
instructors, attracts many applicants to FTCC. I have not worked with admissions yet to 
recruit students, but look forward to it. 

 
C.Provide the number of students who graduated with a major or minor from 
the program in the past three years. 
 

*There was no information contained with the NCCCS Data Warehouse or Colleague 
regarding the number of graduates from this certificate over the past three years. Upon 
further research, students that successfully navigate the course do not apply to 
graduate from FTCC. Instead, they take the BLET state licensure examination to 
become certified law enforcement officials.  
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D.Does the program have a retention plan?  If so, please describe retention 
efforts.  List all instructors with their retention rates for the past 3 Semesters. 
What efforts are made to address faculty members with a retention rate that is 
less than the program’s overall retention rate and the overall FTCC retention 
rate?  What efforts are made to capitalize on the successes of those 
instructors with a retention rate higher than the Program retention rate?  

 

 
      *The BLET program is currently not offered during the Summer semester. 
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Basic Law Enforcement Training Core Course Retention by Instructor  

 (Fall 2010-Fall 2013) 

 
*Did not teach core course 
 

There are thirty six different topics that are taught throughout BLET by several different 
instructors. The Commission allows a student to fail up to five tests. They can remake 4 
of the five, once they have failed the fifth test they are not allowed to continue in the 
program. When a student fails a practical the Commission highly recommends that a 
different instructor remediate the student in their deficiency. When remediation takes 
place the new instructor will go over the instructional phase again with the student, allow 
the student to practice at minimum the number of practices they had the first attempt. 
Once they have practiced enough and feel ready to re test, they retest. When a student 
fails a written test we go over what the student missed and why they missed it. We 
review the lesson plan over again with them as long as needed and ensure they’re 
comfortable with re testing.  

 
E.  Does the program lead to certification or licensure exams?  If so, please list 
the exams. What were the pass rates of graduates for the past three years?   

 

 2010FA 2011SP 2011SU 2011FA 2012SP 2012SU 2012FA 2013SP 2013SU 2013FA
Ellinwood, John G. 86% 83% * 100% 72% * 65% 91% * 100%
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The North Carolina Law Enforcement Officer Certification State Exam. 

 
F.  If the program prepares students for the labor force, provide an overview of 
the relevant local, state and national job market.  Include potential careers and 
whether job growth is expected in those areas.  Address how program outcomes 
relate to the skills employers seek in those areas. 
Law enforcement officers in the surrounding area are needed. Especially in the 
Fayetteville area due to the population growth with the military. Potential careers for our 
graduates are law enforcement jobs with city, town, county, state, or private law 
enforcement agencies. Some of the jobs include patrol officers, K-9 officers, narcotics, 
detectives, school resource officers, bailiffs, community police, special/emergency 
response teams, and many more. 
 
Our program prepares all of our graduates to become entry level officers in the State of 
North Carolina. All students that go through a basic law enforcement training academy 
in the state of North Carolina are trained in the exact same manner.  
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G.  What is the process for assessing student outcomes and competencies (e.g., 
student portfolios, written or verbal comprehensive exams, senior or master’s 
theses, review by faculty panel, or capstone projects)?  Attach any relevant 
assessment templates. 
After each block of instruction comprehensive test on the material is given. Also during 
some of the topics there are practicals where the student demonstrates what they have 
learned in their lecture, some examples of practicals are law enforcement drivers 
training, firearms, criminal investigation, etc…After all thirty six topics are successfully 
completed students then take a comprehensive state exam.  
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H.  Detail the last formal assessment plan completed by the program.  Summarize 
the results.  With the goal of improving student learning outcomes, what changes 
to the program are/were suggested after analysis of the data outcomes, findings 
and action planning related to the assessment?  How are these improvements 
being implemented?  Please indicate how much progress has been made and 
what needs further attention. 

Tip:  Some potential changes are different program admission requirements, 
incorporating internships or work-based learning experiences, varying 
instructional methods, enhancing student assessment strategies, integrating 
technology, better coordinating faculty efforts, and seeking external program 
accreditation.         

There is a minimum the Commission mandates. When conducting practical exercises I 
always implement more practice scenarios than required for more training for the 
student. As a result the students feel more confident in their abilities when dealing with 
the real public. 
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X-3.6 Constituency Satisfaction 
(Self-Study Team’s assessment) 
 
A.  What inquiries have been taken in the past three (3) years to determine the 
level of satisfaction from current students, alumnae, employers, and other 
relevant groups?  Describe the data collected by the program and how it relates 
to issues such as learning outcomes, employability, and preparation for life after 
college. 
After every topic of instruction each student is required by the Commission to fill out an 
instructor evaluation. At the end of the entire course we have the students fill out a 
survey on what they feel could have been done better to help them throughout the 
academy.  

 
B.  What were the results of these inquiries based upon the faculty review and 
analysis of the reported data?  Please attach any relevant reports, survey 
analysis instruments, etc.  How has the program responded to suggestions for 
improvement or findings of dissatisfaction?   
As a result of the evaluations, instructors have been brought back to teach in the new 
academies and some have not been invited back. Several graduates from academies in 
the past are always invited back to be role players for the current BLET classes during 
our practical scenarios. I have spoken with several graduates and they have informed 
me that they have role played at other colleges as well and FTCC is the only one that 
has the best real life scenarios they have come across. They have also expressed that 
they felt they were well prepared for the job. 
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X-3.7 Appraisal and Direction for the Future 
 
A.  What are the projected enrollments for this program for the next three years? 
I’m expecting our enrollment to be higher than years in the past and I believe with our 
new website and open house attendance will increase our numbers. Our Law 
Enforcement Job Fair coming this November will also be a huge factor in recruiting 
students for BLET. My goal is to have at least twenty five students per class. My first 
class we enrolled there were twenty one students.  

 
B.  Are there opportunities to expand this program (e.g., increase enrollments, 
add new concentrations, offer distance-learning courses, or increase assistance 
to graduates of the program with job placement support during program 
attendance and after graduation)?  Please explain.  What resources would be 
required to expand the program successfully? 
We will not be able to add new concentrations due to the Commission’s restrictions, but 
I do believe I can successfully increase our enrollments and help graduates with job 
placement with our yearly Law Enforcement Job Fairs.  
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C.  As you reflect on this program review, how would you describe the current 
health and vitality of the program?  What are its strengths?  What are some 
untapped opportunities?  Are you optimistic about its future?  Why? 
I think BLET is a strong program and always has been in the past. The community that 
we live in with our growing military community and families, law enforcement will always 
be around. Every program always has room for growth and in my short time here at 
FTCC I have learned a lot of great new ideas on how to enhance our program. BLET’s 
biggest strengths are our instructors and their passion for teaching. Our instructors (who 
are currently law enforcement or retired law enforcement) have a vested interest in our 
students because they want to ensure their agency is receiving a good product. Some 
untapped opportunities I believe is use of the Blackboard. I believe the Blackboard 
could really enhance studying for our students. My only concern would be the 
maintenance and updating of test questions with lesson plans every six months along 
with maintenance and upkeep with the rest of the program. I am very excited and 
optimistic about this program and I know it has great potential. Working in law 
enforcement still, it’s important to me that our students do great in the program and gain 
as much experience as possible before going out into the field. These future graduates 
will be my backup one day and I want to know I can count on them to do what they have 
been trained to do when it comes to officer safety and dealing with real life situations. 
 
D.  As you reflect on the assessment of student learning outcomes, measures of 
constituency satisfaction, deliberations of faculty or advisory committees, or any 
other indicators of program efficiency and effectiveness, what areas require the 
most immediate attention?  What are the program’s existing weaknesses and 
possible threats?  Please explain. 
I would say our equipment updating would be the most critical. Ensuring that we have 
what we need for the new upcoming POPAT mandated by the Commission would be 
first priority. Our firearms would be next. We are currently fixing the weapons we have, 
but according to my lead firearms instructor and Mr. Joel Siles, the qualified assistant 
our shotguns are having many malfunctions.  
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E.  What specific initiatives are planned as a result of this program review?  How 
will the program take advantage of the strengths and opportunities and also and 
redress weaknesses and threats? 
I plan on evaluating different ways to use the Blackboard as a study tool for our 
students to help them in their academics and practicals. The program will take 
advantage of the strengths by keeping close communication with our partners for the 
most effective type training and real life scenarios possible. I plan on addressing the 
weaknesses by updating our equipment. 

 
F.  What is the anticipated timetable for completing these initiatives?  Who will be 
involved?  Who will take the leadership role during these initiatives?  
I will take the leadership role in these initiatives and I’m hoping by July 1, 2015 we will 
have everything updated and our Blackboard in place for our August 2015 class. Jeffrey 
Stafford, who is a qualified assistant of mine, will be retired and available to help me 
with these initiatives. 
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G.  Please provide any long term major resource planning. 
Ideally it would be nice to have our own training facility where we are able to conduct 
our classes, have our own driving pad, mock courtroom, firing range for optimal training. 
The driving pad could also be used by other FTCC if needed like fire trucks, EMS 
driving etc… The building itself could be used for several of our practicals and out of the 
public’s eye.  A lot of our students that attend the full time day academy do not work and 
gas back and forth to all the different training sites can be costly for the students. Also a 
garage/bay area for our patrol vehicles would be very beneficial with access to water to 
wash the vehicles after every drivers training practical 

 
H.  Conclusions. 
When I came through BLET in 2005 under Mr. Masa it was a great program and since 
then it has really grown. I believe with the help and ideas of fellow officers and other 
school directors this program can really excel. I’m thankful to have the opportunity to be 
a part of molding our new recruits into well trained entry level law enforcement officers. 
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X-4 Appendices 
 

List of Attachments 
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Fayetteville Technical Community College 
2201 Hull Road 

Fayetteville, NC 28303 
 

Fayetteville Technical Community College 
Criminal Justice Technology / Latent Evidence 

BLET 
Minutes 

Advisory Committee Meeting 
5 Feb 2016 

 

Members Present 
Yovana Vest –BLET Director 
Angela Berry-Saxon, CCSO 
Linda Novak, Dean 
Kimberly Gagnon, CCSO 
Larry Vick, CJ instructor FTCC 
Michael Hawkins, CJ Instructor FTCC 
Sharon McClare, Chief Magistrate 
Mark Vecellio, Latent Evidence Instructor FTCC 
Jeffrey Zack, Department Chair CJ FTCC 
Cpt Brantley, FPD  

 

The meeting of the Criminal Justice Technology / Latent Evidence/ BLET Advisory Committee was called 
to order at 1:00pm  

Jeffrey Zack spoke about the agreements that the department has with the different agencies within the 
City and County for the students to gain hands-on experience within the Worked Based Learning 
program.    

Changes were discussed of the upcoming Certificate that was created with the CIS Department and the 
2016 changes to the Criminal Justice educational plan. 

Requests were made to all members to attempt to recruit new instructors that were available during the 
day time to teach.  The department was growing and more qualified instructors are needed within both 
CJ technology and the Latent Evidence programs. 

Our next Advisory Board meeting will take place in the Fall of 2017.  Further information will be 
forthcoming. 

 



 

The motion was made to adjourn and was seconded by members so the meeting adjourned at 2:00pm 

Respectfully submitted. 

 

Jeffrey Zack 
Department Chair 
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	Our program supports Fayetteville Technical Community College by responding to student and community needs through measurable goals BLETs mission is to provide the best quality training for our students to prepare them for entry level officers in our community We partner with local law enforcement agencies in the area to provide our students with the best and most real life scenario training Our future goals and objectives are to provide a great product for whatever agency may hire our graduates and to keep them asking for more We have organized a law enforcement only job fair to connect NC law enforcement agencies from around the state with past and current BLET students along with all criminal justice students from FTCC and other surrounding colleges The event takes place once a year in November: 
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	NA: 
	The Basic Law Enforcement Training BLET Curriculum is designed to prepare entrylevel individuals with the cognitive and physical skills needed to become certified law enforcement officers in North Carolina They have to pass each of the thirty six topics which includes written tests and practicals They have to receive a score of seventy percent or above according to the North Carolina Criminal Justice Training and Standards Commission We here at FTCC require the students to pass with a seventy five percent on all written exams to better prepare them for the state exam Once all is passed they are to sit for the state comprehensive exam and once they pass all six different sections with a seventy percent or above they receive their law enforcement certification They have one year from the date of the state exam to get sworn on with a law enforcement agency: 
	The program advisory committee brings fresh new ideas on how we can enhance our training to more real life based but all the while still maintaining the Commissions requirements We have not had any outside consultants: 
	All changes are mandated by the North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and Training Standards Commission: 
	The only curriculum changes are made by the North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and Training Standards Commission One of the most recent changes is the Police Officer Physical Agilities Test which will take effect on July 1 2015 We are also updating our equipment: 
	I was informed by Mr Ellinwood that one of the concerns in the past have been about making the rapid deployment training more realistic in which it was decided that they start using local schools for training grounds They have been very effective in giving advice as to exactly who to talk to about using Cumberland County Schools for our training facility: 
	The North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and Training Standards Commission allows no one instructor including the program coordinator to teach more than thirty five percent of the BLET curriculum in any one academy Im the only full time personnel currently working with the BLET program but am hoping for a full time assistant in the near future Also currently the BLET academy does run through the summer semester It begins in March and ends in December: 
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	Yes all instructors have to have an evaluation form called an F16 once every three years Not all of them have been completed because I am new and still in the process of evaluating all instructors as they teach for me: 
	I am the only full time faculty and I am currently still working for the Cumberland County Sheriffs Office as an auxiliary unit I attend inservice training once every three months to keep current on all law enforcement issues and also still work as a patrol officer one weekend a month I believe my professional development contributes to the overall effectiveness of the program by knowing and currently working in the field Im dealing with all current issues officers face and am able to use my knowledge for better training opportunities for our students: 
	While attending open houses I developed a short survey for all interested individuals to fill out My intent was to find out from the potential applicant exactly what information they wanted to know about BLET to better develop our website As a result I obtained several great ideas and have put a lot of helpful information on our website for the public I am also in the process of putting our application online for easier access to the public so they dont have to come all the way out to Spring Lake and pick up an application: 
	Our program uses several different type facilities for the types of training our students go through We currently conduct our drivers training practicals at the Cumberland County Sheriffs Office CCSO driving pad located off of Tom Starling Rd We also use the CCSOs firing range for all of our firearms shooting I have recently coordinated with Cumberland County Schools Safety and Security to reserve Mae Rudd Elementary as a training facility for our patrol techniques and domestic violence response practicals We also go to the Cumberland County Courthouse courtrooms during our Preparing and Testifying in court practicals to observe officer and how they testify We utilize different high schools in the community to perform our Rapid Deployment practicals: 
	All of the above mentioned sections have been a great help to our program The strengths are they have bent over backwards in assisting me to update our website and informing the public of all our events: 
	There hasnt been one yet to my understanding but I do plan on building one: 
	Several applicants fill out the application packet to join law enforcement but unfortunately all of them are unable to attend the academy because of their criminal history or not getting their paperwork in before the first day of class: 
	I think a couple of our biggest competitors are Fayetteville Police Department and Robeson Community College I think that the flexibility in our schedule by offering a night academy is a huge benefit and attracts a lot of our working population I think the fact that we are surrounded by some of the biggest law enforcement agencies in NC and we utilize officers from several different law enforcement agencies as our instructors attracts many applicants to FTCC I have not worked with admissions yet to recruit students but look forward to it: 
	undefined_29: 
	The North Carolina Law Enforcement Officer Certification State Exam: 
	Law enforcement officers in the surrounding area are needed Especially in the Fayetteville area due to the population growth with the military Potential careers for our graduates are law enforcement jobs with city town county state or private law enforcement agencies Some of the jobs include patrol officers K9 officers narcotics detectives school resource officers bailiffs community police specialemergency response teams and many more Our program prepares all of our graduates to become entry level officers in the State of North Carolina All students that go through a basic law enforcement training academy in the state of North Carolina are trained in the exact same manner: 
	After each block of instruction comprehensive test on the material is given Also during some of the topics there are practicals where the student demonstrates what they have learned in their lecture some examples of practicals are law enforcement drivers training firearms criminal investigation etcAfter all thirty six topics are successfully completed students then take a comprehensive state exam: 
	There is a minimum the Commission mandates When conducting practical exercises I always implement more practice scenarios than required for more training for the student As a result the students feel more confident in their abilities when dealing with the real public: 
	After every topic of instruction each student is required by the Commission to fill out an instructor evaluation At the end of the entire course we have the students fill out a survey on what they feel could have been done better to help them throughout the academy: 
	As a result of the evaluations instructors have been brought back to teach in the new academies and some have not been invited back Several graduates from academies in the past are always invited back to be role players for the current BLET classes during our practical scenarios I have spoken with several graduates and they have informed me that they have role played at other colleges as well and FTCC is the only one that has the best real life scenarios they have come across They have also expressed that they felt they were well prepared for the job: 
	Im expecting our enrollment to be higher than years in the past and I believe with our new website and open house attendance will increase our numbers Our Law Enforcement Job Fair coming this November will also be a huge factor in recruiting students for BLET My goal is to have at least twenty five students per class My first class we enrolled there were twenty one students: 
	We will not be able to add new concentrations due to the Commissions restrictions but I do believe I can successfully increase our enrollments and help graduates with job placement with our yearly Law Enforcement Job Fairs: 
	I would say our equipment updating would be the most critical Ensuring that we have what we need for the new upcoming POPAT mandated by the Commission would be first priority Our firearms would be next We are currently fixing the weapons we have but according to my lead firearms instructor and Mr Joel Siles the qualified assistant our shotguns are having many malfunctions: 
	I plan on evaluating different ways to use the Blackboard as a study tool for our students to help them in their academics and practicals The program will take advantage of the strengths by keeping close communication with our partners for the most effective type training and real life scenarios possible I plan on addressing the weaknesses by updating our equipment: 
	I will take the leadership role in these initiatives and Im hoping by July 1 2015 we will have everything updated and our Blackboard in place for our August 2015 class Jeffrey Stafford who is a qualified assistant of mine will be retired and available to help me with these initiatives: 
	Ideally it would be nice to have our own training facility where we are able to conduct our classes have our own driving pad mock courtroom firing range for optimal training The driving pad could also be used by other FTCC if needed like fire trucks EMS driving etc The building itself could be used for several of our practicals and out of the publics eye  A lot of our students that attend the full time day academy do not work and gas back and forth to all the different training sites can be costly for the students Also a garagebay area for our patrol vehicles would be very beneficial with access to water to wash the vehicles after every drivers training practical: 
	When I came through BLET in 2005 under Mr Masa it was a great program and since then it has really grown I believe with the help and ideas of fellow officers and other school directors this program can really excel Im thankful to have the opportunity to be a part of molding our new recruits into well trained entry level law enforcement officers: 
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